
 

 

Planys Technologies 
 

Introduction: 
 

Planys Technologies (www.planystech.com) is an IIT-Madras incubated start-up that provides underwater 
inspection services using indigenously manufactured underwater robots, also called Remote Operated Vehicles 
(ROVs). Planys's technology spans the domains of marine robotics, advanced Non-Destructive Testing (NDT), and 
post-inspection analysis tools. Planys is the first and currently the only OEM of ROVs in the Indian 
subcontinent; and perhaps the first in the world to offer ROVs integrated with advanced sensing and 
diagnosis tools.  
 

Upkeep of ageing public utility infrastructure such as bridges is an important problem worldwide and regular 
inspection of structural assets is essential to avoid catastrophic failure as well as formulate life extension strategies. 
The inspection of the submerged potion of Bridge supports is currently undertaken utilizing Divers. However, the 
challenges in Diver based inspections usually are; 
 

 Underwater inspections of Bridge Piers by divers entail considerable risk due to presence of dissolved 
chemicals, under- currents, wave action, radiation due to contamination, turbidity etc. consequently 
creating a huge challenge in assimilating robust and reliable inspection data. 

 Other risks to Divers also exist such as presence of marine creatures (crocodiles etc.) in certain water 
stretches, marshy and sludgy sub-bottom soil  

  Diver based inspections have depth & time limitations (air dive depth maximum 20 m), oxygen supply 
(limited to 4 hours per day, 1 hour per dive) and communication issues. 

 Videos taken by divers are shaky (since the recorder is held in the diver’s hand) and with improper lighting 
(as the diver has only one helmet-mounted light which may not be pointing in the direction of the object 
being recorded at that particular time) 
 

Robotic vehicles (ROVs) available in the international market are mostly targeted at the deep sea (300 m to 3000 
m) segment, catering to Offshore Oil & Gas E&P (Exploration & Production) activities. Such deep-sea ROVs are 
difficult to utilize for inspection of bridge / other underwater infrastructure in shallow waters (1 meter~ 25 meters) 
since these deep sea ROVs (which weigh about 3 ~ 4 tons) lack agility, manoeuvrability and also entail huge costs 
in mobilizing / de-mobilizing from site. Customization &Integration of advanced sensors with such available 
platforms is also a challenge.  
 

Innovation by Planys Technologies for underwater inspection: 
 

Planys Technologies is among the first companies in the world to offer marine robotics integrated with advanced 
sensing and diagnostics. Visual, ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements for assessing concrete integrity, UT for 
metal structures, adequacy of Cathodic corrosion protection, and acoustic (SONAR) sensors have been planned for 
integration in the next generation of Planys robotic vehicles to be released shortly. Further, Planys creates ROVs 
with specialized design features such as modularity, compactness, portability and high degree of manoeuvrability, 
that makes them ideal for inspection and survey applications. Advanced stabilization and control algorithms 
developed by Planys provide unmatched vehicle stability during sensor measurements.  
 

Further innovative features provided by Planys include 
 

o User-driven inspection where the site engineers can view live data from the ROV (high definition video, 
sensor output data etc) at a safe on-shore location anywhere in the world 

o On-board signal processing and data analysis for quick decision or action by site engineers 
o Ability to integrate multiple sensors including optical, acoustic, ultrasonic, chemical and radiation 

measurements 
o Capability for inspecting confined spaces such as storage tanks and ship ballast tanks 
o Advanced control algorithm for stabilisation of measurements 
o Technology base to support multiple industry segments including Bridges & Dams (structural safety 

assessment and identification of issues), Oil & Gas (off-shore rigs, tank floor inspection), Ports 



&Terminals (structural safety assessment and acoustic survey), Shipping (Ship hull and ballast tank 
inspection). 

 

Current Planys ROV technology:  
Within two years of incorporation, Planys has designed, manufactured and released 2 indigenous products, started 
commercial services for major ports, offshore locations, various dam sites and power plants in India. 
 

Planys Products: 
 Underwater Robot ‘Mike’: The first product ‘Mike’ (Ref. Figure below) is a compact electric underwater 

robot specifically built for robust and calibrated visual inspection of offshore immersed structures. Mike has the 
capability of reaching 100m depth and unlimited endurance. 
LED illumination provide live and stable visual feedback to robot pilot & surveyor. The design allows for 
control station to be positioned at a safe on
conditions. Mike’s stabilization algorithms allow operation under open sea wave and current action conditions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a)    

Figure: Photographs of ‘Mike’ built by Planys for port and offshore applications (a) 
inspection (location: Kasimedu Fishing Harbour, Chennai); (b) Snapshot of underwater videography being 
performed at Visakhapatnam port (Andhra Pradesh), (c) High resolution photographs of submerged jacket leg 
structure taken from on-board camera on Mike at an offshore platform on the coast of Tamil Nadu
 

 Underwater Robot ‘Beluga’:

robots with more than double the thrust capacity compared to ‘Mike’ and an enhanced vision & 

illumination system. Beluga is a powerful vehicle with the ability to reach 200m depth and g

of up to 4 knots. Apart from visual inspection, Beluga is capable of performing ultrasonic thickness 

measurements, spot bio-fouling cleaning, cathodic potential (CP) measurements (for ships, offshore 

installations and other immersed structures)

mapping, bathymetry and environmental surveys). Despite possessing such advanced features, Beluga is 

portable, lightweight, versatile and has the ability to mount up to 8 sensors as per client requ

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

(a)    
Figure 6: Photographs of ‘Beluga’ built by Planys for offshore applications (a) Snapshot of Beluga with all 
payloads mounted; (b) Snapshot of underwater high illumination lights on Beluga, (c) Snapshot of 
performing Ultrasonic thickness gauging of submerged structures

&Terminals (structural safety assessment and acoustic survey), Shipping (Ship hull and ballast tank 

Within two years of incorporation, Planys has designed, manufactured and released 2 indigenous products, started 
commercial services for major ports, offshore locations, various dam sites and power plants in India. 

The first product ‘Mike’ (Ref. Figure below) is a compact electric underwater 
robot specifically built for robust and calibrated visual inspection of offshore immersed structures. Mike has the 
capability of reaching 100m depth and unlimited endurance. Multiple on-board HD cameras with high intensity 
LED illumination provide live and stable visual feedback to robot pilot & surveyor. The design allows for 
control station to be positioned at a safe on-shore/on-ship site and rapid assembly and operation at 
conditions. Mike’s stabilization algorithms allow operation under open sea wave and current action conditions. 

             (b)     
: Photographs of ‘Mike’ built by Planys for port and offshore applications (a) Deployed at harbour for pile 

inspection (location: Kasimedu Fishing Harbour, Chennai); (b) Snapshot of underwater videography being 
performed at Visakhapatnam port (Andhra Pradesh), (c) High resolution photographs of submerged jacket leg 

board camera on Mike at an offshore platform on the coast of Tamil Nadu

Underwater Robot ‘Beluga’: Beluga (Ref. Figure below) is the next generation of Planys’ advanced 

robots with more than double the thrust capacity compared to ‘Mike’ and an enhanced vision & 

illumination system. Beluga is a powerful vehicle with the ability to reach 200m depth and g

of up to 4 knots. Apart from visual inspection, Beluga is capable of performing ultrasonic thickness 

fouling cleaning, cathodic potential (CP) measurements (for ships, offshore 

installations and other immersed structures) and various acoustic surveys (side

mapping, bathymetry and environmental surveys). Despite possessing such advanced features, Beluga is 

portable, lightweight, versatile and has the ability to mount up to 8 sensors as per client requ

  

   (b)     
: Photographs of ‘Beluga’ built by Planys for offshore applications (a) Snapshot of Beluga with all 

payloads mounted; (b) Snapshot of underwater high illumination lights on Beluga, (c) Snapshot of 
performing Ultrasonic thickness gauging of submerged structures 

 

 

&Terminals (structural safety assessment and acoustic survey), Shipping (Ship hull and ballast tank 

Within two years of incorporation, Planys has designed, manufactured and released 2 indigenous products, started 
commercial services for major ports, offshore locations, various dam sites and power plants in India.  

The first product ‘Mike’ (Ref. Figure below) is a compact electric underwater 
robot specifically built for robust and calibrated visual inspection of offshore immersed structures. Mike has the 

board HD cameras with high intensity 
LED illumination provide live and stable visual feedback to robot pilot & surveyor. The design allows for 

ship site and rapid assembly and operation at field 
conditions. Mike’s stabilization algorithms allow operation under open sea wave and current action conditions.  

         (c) 
Deployed at harbour for pile 

inspection (location: Kasimedu Fishing Harbour, Chennai); (b) Snapshot of underwater videography being 
performed at Visakhapatnam port (Andhra Pradesh), (c) High resolution photographs of submerged jacket leg 

board camera on Mike at an offshore platform on the coast of Tamil Nadu 

Beluga (Ref. Figure below) is the next generation of Planys’ advanced 

robots with more than double the thrust capacity compared to ‘Mike’ and an enhanced vision & 

illumination system. Beluga is a powerful vehicle with the ability to reach 200m depth and go to speeds 

of up to 4 knots. Apart from visual inspection, Beluga is capable of performing ultrasonic thickness 

fouling cleaning, cathodic potential (CP) measurements (for ships, offshore 

and various acoustic surveys (side-scan survey for seabed 

mapping, bathymetry and environmental surveys). Despite possessing such advanced features, Beluga is 

portable, lightweight, versatile and has the ability to mount up to 8 sensors as per client requirements. 

 (c) 
: Photographs of ‘Beluga’ built by Planys for offshore applications (a) Snapshot of Beluga with all 

payloads mounted; (b) Snapshot of underwater high illumination lights on Beluga, (c) Snapshot of Beluga 



 

 

The technical capabilitiesof Planys’ Observation & Inspection Class ROVs at present include: 
 A Depth rating of 200 meters 
 HD live underwater videography/photography with High Intensity LED Illumination 
 Wide Range Ultrasonic Thickness (Metal) 
 Side Scan Sonar Surveys andBathymetric Surveys 
 Spot Cleaning Tool for Marine Growth Cleaning(soft to medium hardness) 
 LASER aided Crack Detection for identification and quantification of cracks 

 

In addition to these features, the ROV and associated equipment are extremely light weight, portable, and require 
a crew of only 4 members for its operation.  
 

PlanysProduct Development Team is currentlyincorporating additional capabilities such as: 
 Sonar aided ROV Navigation for turbid waters 
 Concrete structure integrity assessment using Pulse Velocity Measurement 
 UT measurements for submerged metallic infrastructure  

 

Since incorporation, Planys has undertaken over 25+projectsin the form of pilots andcommercial projects in 
sectors. List of assignments undertaken by Planys ROVs have been attached separately. 
 

Planys’ technology has also been received enthusiastically by the industry, reflected in Planys taking 2nd place at 
the "Maritime India Summit 2016 - DP World Prize" start-up competition, supported by Ministry of Shipping 
in April 2016. Planys was also awarded the "Best Start-up in the Hydrocarbon Sector" at Petro-Tech 2016 under 
the aegis of the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas. 
 

Over the course of 2016 and 2017, Planys has been exploring various industry sectors across India. Planys hasalso 
reached out to Southern Railways and conducted a pilot bridge inspection of Railway Bridge atMettupalayam, 
Tamil Nadu. Photographs of the inspection are attached below:  
 

 
 

 
Identification of Mortar Loss 

 
Planys is also scheduled to conduct an inspection ofthe submerged section of the piers on Bridge No. 127 at Elavur, 
Tamil Nadu in the first week of October 2017. 

*** 


